[Study of neuronal spike-frequency adaptation with transcranial magneto-acoustical stimulation].
Transcranial magneto-acoustical stimulation (TMAS), utilizing focused ultrasound and a magnetostatic field to generate an electric current in tissue fluid to regulate the activities of neurons, has high spatial resolution and penetration depth. The neuronal spike-frequency adaptation plays an important role in the treatment of neural information. In this paper, we study the effects of ultrasonic intensity, magnetostatic field intensity and ultrasonic frequency on the neuronal spike-frequency adaptation based on the Ermentrout neuron model. The simulation results show that, the peak time interval becomes smaller, the interspike interval becomes shorter and the time of the firing of the neuron is shortened with the increasing of the magnetostatic field intensity. With the increase of the adaptive variables, the initial spike-frequency is shifted to the right with the magnetostatic field intensity, and the spike-frequency is linearly related to the increase of the magnetostatic field intensity in steady state. The simulation effect with change of the ultrasonic intensity is consistent with the change of magnetostatic field intensity. The change of the ultrasonic frequency has no effect on the neuronal spike-frequency adaptation. Under the different adaptive variables, with the increase of the adaptive variables, the initial spike-frequency amplitude decreased with the increasing of the ultrasonic frequency, and the spike-frequency is linearly related to the increase of the ultrasonic frequency in steady state. These results of the study can help us to reveal the mechanism of transcranial magneto-acoustical stimulation on the neuronal spike-frequency adaptation, and provide a theoretical basis for its application in the treatment of neurological disorders.